### Initial Salary Placement

Initial salary placement is established on the basis of the minimum qualifications for the discipline of initial assignment as a contract faculty member.

Initial CLASS placement is established using the candidate’s highest academic degree specified in the minimum qualifications. Approved units beyond those used to satisfy the minimum qualifications may be used for advanced class placement; applicable coursework must be obtained from an accredited postsecondary institution.

Initial STEP placement is established on the basis of previous experience as an academic employee and related full-time occupational experience, exclusive of any years of experience used in meeting the minimum qualifications. A maximum of nine (9) years of step credit may be granted for any combination of the following:

- One year of step credit may be granted for each year of full-time contract academic employment with an accredited institution.
- One year of step credit may be granted for each thirty (30) semester units of part-time academic employment with an accredited institution. A maximum of six (6) years of step credit may be granted for part-time academic employment. Substitute teaching, summer intersession teaching, and teaching compensated at part-time, extended-day or lecturer rates will be considered part-time academic experience.
- One year of step credit may be granted for each three (3) years of full-time occupational experience directly related to the discipline.
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